ATM PRICE LIST

ATM MACHINES

NCR SS22E

SPECIAL PRICING**

$14,200*

FEATURES
- Lobby Style
- Indoor Use
- Self-Service ATM
- Barcode Reader
- Single Cash Dispenser
- 4 Cassettes - Up To 8,000 Notes
- UL Rated Safe

*Limited Quantities Available on The 22E

NCR SS34 (NEW)

ONLY

$35,000*

FEATURES
- Through-The-Wall
- Exterior Rated
- Self-Service ATM
- Barcode Reader
- Dual Cash Dispenser
- 8 Cassettes - Up To 16,000 Notes
- UL Rated Safe
- Optional Coin Dispenser

NCR SS34 (REFURBISHED)

ONLY

$21,000*

FEATURES
- Through-The-Wall
- Exterior Rated
- Self-Service ATM
- Barcode Reader
- Dual Cash Dispenser
- 8 Cassettes - Up To 16,000 Notes
- UL Rated Safe
- Optional Coin Dispenser

Other Refurbished Models Available:
- NCR SS32 Lobby ATM, Single Cash Dispenser .................. $21,000*

Other New Models Available:
- NCR SS34 Through-The-Wall w/Coin ATM, ....................... $38,000*
- NCR SS32 Lobby ATM, Dual Cash Dispenser .................. $33,000*
- NCR SS32 Lobby w/Coin ATM, Dual Cash Dispenser ......... $36,000*
- NCR SS26 Through-The-Wall ATM, Single Cash Dispenser ........ $27,000*
- NCR SS22 Lobby ATM (Front or Rear Load), .................. $22,500*

CASH DISPENSERS

Arcatech 2600 (NEW)

ONLY

$19,500*

FEATURES
- Indoor Use
- Behind-the-Counter Dispenser
- 6 Cassettes - Up To 18,000 Notes
- UL Rated Safe
- Optional Enclosure for Self-Service

Other Refurbished Models Available:
- NCR SS32 Lobby ATM, Single Cash Dispenser .................. $21,000*
- ArcaTech 2600 Self Service Enclosure ................. $37,000*

*Requires EZcash License. See reverse side for details. Prices do not include shipping, installation and set-up. Prices are subject to change.
EZcash License can be purchased for $10,000 plus $100 per month for maintenance or can also be rented for $300 per month which includes monthly maintenance.

All NCR models listed

EZcash License can be purchased for $8,000 plus $100 per month for maintenance or rented for $250 per month which includes monthly maintenance.

SECURE
Eliminates the availability of unsecured cash in the yard. All cash is locked in a safe. Armored car delivery ensures no access to cash.

EFFICIENT
Fully automated dispensers eliminate the time consuming and error prone task of counting money. Self-service configurations allow the customer to be paid without a cashier.

RELIABLE
Uses proven self-service technologies with a wide network of service providers. Dual cash dispensers and bar-code payments have become the new standard for mission critical cash solutions.

FLEXIBLE
Can be configured for behind the counter use by a cashier or for customer self-service. Easily integrates into your current yard management software.

EZCASH SOFTWARE SOLUTION:
• Central management of electronic cash payments via ATMs and Cash Dispensers
• SOX compliant data security
• The EZcash monitor can be installed on any number of workstations and allows users to view cash position, transaction records, balancing reports and statuses of all your ATMs
• Interfaces with most yard management software
• Simple balancing procedures include end of day, cut-to-cut, and armored car management

SUPPORTED SOFTWARE
• Scrap Dragon
• SAI
• RIMAS (Shared Logic)
• ScrapWare
• Mayer
• Recy
• Metal To Money

EZcash interfaces with most yard management software. EZcash provides the benefits of viewing: cash position in real time, transaction records, balancing reports and statuses of all your ATMs.

ATMs

CASH DISPENSERS

Self Service- ARCA 2600
EZcash License can be purchased for $8,000 plus $100 per month for maintenance or rented for $250 per month which includes monthly maintenance.